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Press release  
 
World University Sport Climbing Championship in Bratislava knows first finalists  
 
Bratislava, June 20, 2018: The best climbers in the world met at the K2 climb-
ing centre in Bratislava in the qualification of the WUC Sport Climbing in the 
category Lead. Final was reached by eight best men and eight best women, un-
fortunately without Slovak climbers.  
 
Almost 150 climbers from 24 countries arrived to the biggest climbing wall in Brati-
slava and they attended two qualification runs in Lead. Three Slovak climbers Rob-
ert Luby, Andrej Capko and Jakub Jiří Švub didn’t miss the competition.   
 
“The first qualification run was as good as I was hoping for, but the second one did 
not work out well. I did not go on 100 per cent and I failed in one step which more 
than ten people didn’t manage as well. Lead is not the discipline which I focus on 
so I believe in better result tomorrow in bouldering,” said Jakub Jiří Švub, who 
finished on the 27th place. 
 
Robert Luby was closest to the final. “Although it is not my strongest discipline, I 
have overcome my expectations. The fifteenth place pleased me, I enjoyed both 
runs, especially the second one I went to the maximum. I would definitely like if 
there were semi-finals, such as within World Cups, where best 20 climbers qualify. 
Maybe I will have more chance to get to the final eight and it would be quite dif-
ferent competition,” said Luby. 
 
Andrej Capek did not succeed in Lead and finished at 44th place.  
 
Among the men the qualification was won by Fedir Samoilov from Ukraine, who 
won the first run and ended up third in the second one. Samoilov was followed by 
Japanese Fujiwaki and French Joannes. 
 
The second run was dominated by American Jesse Grupper who qualified from the 
overall fourth place. 
“Before the first run I was quite nervous and I was not completely set to the com-
petition’s atmosphere. But then I felt relieved and I think I made my best I could 
do in the second run. Climbing is not just about physical power, but the mental as 
well. I attend such big event for the first time in my life and I enjoy every second 
with the team. I like Bratislava very much and I am glad to compete here,” said 
Grupper who is also expecting bouldering qualification tomorrow. 
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The best performance in the women’s category was presented by French Julia 
Chanourdie, Fanny Gibbert and Japanese Mei Kotake. In the final eight there are 
four French and two Japanese climbers. 
 
Nine women successfully completed the second run of the qualification. Czech 
climber Iva Vejmolová who has the experience in Lead category within World 
Championship was the one who ended up closely to the eight qualified women.  
“Unfortunately, I made a mistake in the first run which eventually cost me the 
finals. I managed better the second run; I think it could have been a bit harder. It 
was more technical,” commented Vejmolová her performance. 
 
On Thursday 21st of June, men and women’s bouldering qualification is scheduled. 
The competition starts at 10.00 in Eurovea shopping centre. Medals in all three dis-
ciplines will be distributed on Friday and Saturday.  
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
More information: http://wucbratislava2018.sk 
Logo and media information: http://wucbratislava2018.sk/media 
 
 
 
Results:  
Men: http://www.ifsc-climbing.org/index.php/world-
competition#!comp=6025&cat=1  
 
Women: http://www.ifsc-climbing.org/index.php/world-
competition#!comp=6025&cat=2  
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